Ever the janitors the day after could verify that Sunday night's Coronation Ball for Grande Czarina Gabriel II of the Peninsula was an elegant affair.

But much else could be assumed when the garbage consists of butts and pieces of feather boa, rhinestones and broken champagne glasses.

But the garbage couldn't possibly match the splendor of the evening itself. Nor could the janitors testify to its tremendous success or the audience of nearly 500.

In Cabaret in Redwood City was transformed into the Czarina's Royal Palace for the evening, with satin banners in both hers and the Imperial Court's colors encircling the ceiling. Two antique Norman thrones were brought in and set up, each on a separate dais. One was for Empress Crystal and the other for the Czarina, their separate courts flanking them. Dominating the wall opposite the Czarina's throne was her personal banner and crest.

After the Empress and her court were seated, some of the most impressive and well-organized pageantry in recent bay area history began.

Crowds from Oakland and San Jose presented themselves before Duchess Craig and Countess Little of the new Czarina's court made their entrances.

Drum major heralded the arrival of Grande Czarina Sally and her court presented themselves to Empress Crystal and took their places on the Czarina's dais. Courts from Oakland and San Jose presented themselves before Duchess Craig and Countess Little of the new Czarina's court made their separate entrances.

Beneath music, heralded the arrival of Grande Czarina Sally and her entourage. Crowds from Oakland and San Jose presented themselves before Duchess Craig and Countess Little of the new Czarina's court made their separate entrances.

Beneath music, Grande Czarina Gabriel was officially given the title of Empress Crystal by Empress Crystal. Grande Czarina Gabriel stepped down from the throne to make way for Grande Gabriel, who then received and crowned Princess Royal Stormy and Grand Duchess Ca-co de Straights (a REAL girl, who is straight). After the coronation of Duchess Craig and Countess Little, sea-shell trumpeters and rhythmic tapping on a large gourd announced the arrival of the Chief and Chieftess of the Society Islands (Sandwich Isles). In a ceremony steeped heavily in native tradition, the Chieftess removed her crown and white satin mantle to greet the new Czarina with a hula dance and on her drums played by members of their entourage.
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Roger Thomas

This column's title wasn't changed because it might as well be both title and content. Readers took exception to its former title. What they didn't like, (Modesty for days) I decided to devote my column space this week to that was the official entertainment for Sunday's event. His was to be a campy performance by Carol Crawford and Gracie Garza Gabriel. He played to one empty throne - (how green was eight years old. He did Ethel Mer trae a friend painted of him, is not ex-}

Laurel Parkins

Lauren's Angels and Call on fun places at your request equipped LANCER in Oakland. Laurel's Angels is not on over to play musical chairs about your "Famous Theatre" I invited you to your first story...

New bars, new faces, new names this girl is as unreviled in confession over the many Grand and Bed-mat Openings. Tipsy will...let me see...the BOOST-OF on Polson Street has swept out all the debris from its recent rubber leather do. And those delightful boys are Fibber McGee and Molly Malone through to scratch the bottle of chintzing champagne and take a shot from it. Honest we have signed on this heavenly cheesecake ship.

New lift. The aggregate designation on Folk Street, "PBLE CHASE SALON", at Post St. will be in 606 to check for polished spittoons and a congratulatory cocktail (you observe a knee in long-stemmed Baccarat, I trusts)

There was this case of crotch-chase was a large piece of candy from the sweat suck Candy Company of Marin County, which he presented with an enthusiastic thrust.

Bashka is fun, and judging from audience reaction, we'll be seeing much more of him. (As a result of Sunday's show, Bashka all)

Carol must have been coming out of Bash ka Thursday's new show at East Bay Theatre with six fantastic numbers and having origi ple pushed all over his face and his original- out gifts to the audience, Illustrated rubbers with a note attached saying "Don't ke thank you". His gift to the Crawford was a large piece of candy from the sweat suck Candy Company of Marin County, which he presented with an enthusiastic thrust.
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14

You must have a heart on to be served! If you don't have one, ask our bartenders...they'll give you one.

DINNER NIGHTLY - 99c SPECIAL SUNDAY-THURSDAY

986 OTTO
982-1837
431 NATOMA ST.

SATURDAY
E/ffiz Crunch
SERVED II
-

SUNDAY
CHANCE CRUNCH.
SERVED II
-

MONDAY
Feb. 15, 1971
Celebrating Geo. Washington's Birthday with a Special...
Early American Brunch
WITH COMPLIMENTARY
Martha's SPECIAL
CHERRY FIZZ
SERVED II-

MAKE IT BIGGER!

ADZ has expanded facilities and operations to include MAIL ORDER SERVICES. If you are a manufacturer with products or items to be marketed, why not call us to see how we can increase your profits through mail order sales?

CONTACT STEVE AT 781-1481
ADZ MAIL ORDER SERVICE DESK.
Dear John:

Dear John,

DEAR JOHN, "...How big a deal is drag in this city? I don't go anywhere that I don't see them. It is a behavior pattern in the City, but as long as the participants are not flaunting it or disturbing the public, I don't think they are jeopardizing our community. JOHN"

DEAR OBSOLETE, "...I, personally, would like to see more social activities organized for the average Gay Guy who harbors no particular fetish, but simply likes to be with other males to pursue his personal taste. JOHN"

DEAR_cookies, "...Also, the "big box" is often deceiving and ridiculous attitude after that time, prepare for a blowup. Would you advise my getting up out of bed and going to work at a ‰‘women's' ‰‘home' or a ‰‘men's' ‰‘home?" "Inhibited"

DEAR_JOHN, "...I guess guys that have got to show everything they've got in their pants. A lot of tric..."

DEAR_Inhibited, "...Although I cannot speak for the majority, I would think that if all one is looking for in who a guy "has in his pants," then the obvious answer would be a "horny guy." Personality is just as important as physical. Also, the "big box" is often deceiving and ridiculous."

DEAR_PUBLISHER, "...I, personally, would like to see more social activities organized for the average Gay Guy who harbors no particular fetish, but simply likes to be with other males to pursue his personal taste. I would suggest a complete re-evaluation of our community. JOHN"

DEAR_ELIZABETH, "...Also, the "big box" is often deceiving and ridiculous. Actually, he is trying to tell you in this strange way that he apparently hasn't got the guts to be forthcoming."

Dear John,

Dear John,

DEAR_PUBLISHER, "...I, personally, would like to see more social activities organized for the average Gay Guy who harbors no particular fetish, but simply likes to be with other males to pursue his personal taste. I would suggest a complete re-evaluation of our community. JOHN"

DEAR_INHIBITED, "...Also, the "big box" is often deceiving and ridiculous. Actually, he is trying to tell you in this strange way that he apparently hasn't got the guts to be forthcoming."

Dear John,

Dear John,

DEAR_HOMOPHOBIA, "...Although I cannot speak for the majority, I would think that if all one is looking for in who a guy "has in his pants," then the obvious answer would be a "horny guy." Personality is just as important as physical. Also, the "big box" is often deceiving and ridiculous. Actually, he is trying to tell you in this strange way that he apparently hasn't got the guts to be forthcoming."

Dear John,
Bulletin Board

Prefer macc. type 6 over 20 and ---- I'LL FILL OUT YOUR FORM possible. Write in confidence Groove longhair/beards, 3-way hip, vers. Gary 6-663 Berkley BLONDE", BLUE EYED, GEMINI (20)

Join the "Gay Referral Club". A Telephone any time i 775-6506 after 6pm. - Sun. A Kon. any time intelligent, reasonably good the drug/bar scene's not where

Call 861-1018 ————(C19)

JUST OPP THE "MIRACLE MILE" Gay Encounter and/or a perm, in early 20's - Blond, 5'-8", St.-<118 S.F.Vca. 99119 [Ci

TEEN AND COLLEGE-AGE GUYS, AM, conservative. (Make friends of meat, or something.) Also -Watch your diet! (Forbid you

someone new.

(That groovy "straight" guy

out of the parks. Travel in­

set of circumstances.

addiction and radical changes. (Perhaps a group therapy session

Or, if you are looking for someone to share a home with, you can write to: Paul

776-1813

Location: California. (If you have any ideas or suggestions feel free to write to us.)

unusual.

0 to 35 interested in

10-20.

Yes, you may do this. Just keep in mind that you can not advertise in the paper more than once per week. Also, you may not advertise for anything that is illegal, immoral, offensive, or that infringes on someone else's rights. If you do this, we reserve the right to edit or reject any ad.

And... GRACIE ZELDA EUNICE WANDA and HAROLD

SUBSCRIPTION REQUEST

13 EDITIONS $1.50

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE & NAME_ TO: ADDRESSES P.O. BOX 27306 SAN FRANCISCO,CA. 94127

I AM 21 YRS OF AGE (SIGNATURE)

CARRY ZENON makes room in SF City Clinic 250 6th St.

San Francisco,CA. P.O. BOX 27306 94127 I

ADZ-GAYETTE PAPER (FULL-TIME). PERSON MUST BE 21. CLEAN CUT 4 HAVE OUR CAR. APPLY AT IT CAN'T HURT YOU THIS ONCE...........or 157?

AQUARIUS (JAN 21 - FEB 19)

-Use caution- goodjudgment this

end, go. It can't hurt you this

DRAMA AND NATURE. I'M LOOKING FOR A SIBSCHIPTION

FEW TO EACH LETTER. PUNCTUATION MARK, AND

ADDRESSES REQUIRE $1.00 VERIFICATION FEE.

AQUARIUS (JAN 21 - FEB 19)

-Use caution- goodjudgment this

USE THE BOXI FIRST LINE 29 CHARACTERS,

FOR EACH LETTER. PUNCTUATION MARK, AND

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT OR REJECT ANY AD.